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(Beverly Hills, CA, October 4, 2023) – The Rodeo Drive Committee announced today the launch
of Sensory Perception: Anne-Lise Cremona Reinvents Henry Jacques, the latest episode in
season 4 of Rodeo Drive - The Podcast.

You’re no doubt familiar with haute couture, but how about haute parfumerie? That’s what you
find at Henry Jacques, the jewel box of a perfume boutique on Two Rodeo Drive in Beverly Hills.

The ultra exclusive French perfumery was founded in the 1970s by Henry Jacques and his wife
Yvette, creating bespoke fragrances for private clients. When it was on the brink of closure, their
daughter Anne-Lise Cremona stepped in, and has led the company in opening exquisite retail
boutiques around the world.

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/sensory-perception-anne-lise-cremona-reinvents-henry/id1514336172?i=1000630095168


On Episode 4 of Rodeo Drive–The Podcast, Season 4, Cremona, now global CEO, talks to Lyn
Winter about bringing perfume into the 21st century, while preserving the brand's storied history
and tradition,

Henry Jacques takes cues from French haute couture, explains Cremona, which hues to
tradition while creating a bridge to innovation. “We produce everything in house. We do a lot of
things by hand, and we keep using a certain know-how that doesn't exist commonly today.”

Meanwhile, the company has opened a state of the art laboratory with more than 1200
components of perfume, and produced cutting edge delivery systems for perfume like the
titanium Clic-Clac for solid scents.

Left and right: Henry Jacques Clic-Clac

She talks about collaborations, with her uncle, Richard Mille, and Rafael Nadal and his wife
Maria, and with the maison’s designer Christophe Tollemer on the branding of the company and
the luxurious, wood-paneled, apartment-style interiors that offer visitors a sense of mystery and
discovery. “It’s perhaps also the future of retail to open a door and enter a completely new
world, where you are transported by a universe,” Cremona says.

Cremona also talks about why the company no longer has the traditional, singular “nose,” and
offers thoughts on outmoded gender distinctions in perfume. One evening in Italy, she recounts,
her son wore La Nuit, a flowery perfume made of white flowers and orange blossom.
“Everybody was crazy in love with the spirit, the perfume he wore. And who could imagine that
this perfume would suit a young boy?”



Finally, Cremona shares her personal wardrobe of scents, the joy of keeping the business in the
family, and the endless delight of working with Henry Jacques perfumes, that in addition to being
“haute” are also labeled “vivante.” “I like things to be living. And perfume helps you to feel alive.
And that's why it's haute parfumerie vivante. We're here, we exist. It's possible.”

The Henry Jacques boutique is located on Two Rodeo Drive at 204 N Rodeo Drive.

Henry Jacques Les Classiques

Season 4 of Rodeo Drive – The Podcast is presented by the Rodeo Drive Committee with the
support of The Hayman Family, Two Rodeo Drive, Beverly Wilshire, A Four Seasons Hotel, and
the Beverly Hills Conference & Visitors Bureau.
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The Rodeo Drive Committee was founded in 1977 and incorporated in 1982 as Rodeo
Drive, Inc., a 501 C (6) non-profit organization, that provides a forum where its
members—consisting of retailers, hoteliers, and landowners—can engage, share a dialogue,
and help shape the present and future of the iconic, world-famous shopping destination.
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